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Hello everyone! My name is Jake Parrott and to share a quick background of myself for you all, I have been working at RTI since late December of 2019 and just graduated Southeast Raleigh Magnet High School. I will be attending North Carolina State University with a Civil Engineering intent fall of 2020 as a freshman and I can not wait to show you what I have accomplished during my time at RTI.



Background Information
o RTI International facilities incorporate sustainable building 

practices daily.
• Metering data captured for utilities (e.g., electric, water, gas, 

thermal)
• Campus building automation system (BAS) to help with 

monitoring energy consumption
• Learning, Energy, and Environment for Development (LEED) 

certification

o The Facilities Maintenance team works toward
maintaining and improving each of these tasks and more.
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This slide provides a little bit of background information into where my job lays into RTI’s purpose. I work in the Facilities Maintenance team which covers a large variety of goals, but I have focused on the sustainability efforts. Specifically the BAS (building automation system) has allowed me to continue pulling historical energy trend data to assist me in my tasks. 



What Is the Problem?
o Non-billing meters have been recently affected by a BAS 

overhaul causing issues.
• No frequent verification process (not being billed)

o Buildings have variable needs because of ever-changing 
occupancy density that determines the ventilation and 
thermal loads (impacts system stress and energy use).

o Documents need updating and past projects must be 
documented and evaluated.
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Due to utility meters being the numbers contractors bill RTI off of, they make sure that the data it captures is absolutely correct. However, RTI owns many non-billing meters that deliver data to the building automation system for analyzing specific building uses and improving energy use in the future. These non-billing meters are not constantly verified like the utility meters (because those are the ones we get billed for), so if they become inaccurate, our sustainability data can become false. (Yikes!)Buildings are served by one or sometimes multiple air handling units and each use their own amounts of energy levels. Both the amount the air handling unit has to work and the amount of energy being consumed at any given time is directly related to the occupancy levels and extremely variable. This means both must be monitored to keep energy use as efficient as possible while still fulfilling building duties.As past and present documents are created or vaulted, there comes a need for organization or even the combining of documents to create an effective and user-friendly resource for employees.



What Have I Done to Fix This?
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Verified the efficiencies of campus non-billing meters 
compared to utility meters

Verified the LEED Silver awarded Horizon Building’s 
actual energy performance

Calculated the outside air needed for an air handling unit   
at the Herbert Building and modified zones’ air supplies

Updated documents and diagrams
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I verified all of RTI’s available non-billing meters for water, gas, and electric by finding error between utility meters and if the data being received made any sense. Most meters came within a reasonable error, but some proved to have key issues set and have been since delegated to the appropriate parties.I revisited Horizon’s LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification and contrasted the designed energy consumption with the current energy consumption. This was done through two key software: EnergyStar and Arc. These help manage RTI’s energy consumption and make the application for LEED credit very easy!Using calculations from ASHRAE 62.1 (recognized standards for ventilation systems), I found that zones of an AHU (air handling unit) serving the office portion of the Herbert Building were not being supplied enough air or being supplied a little too much. I was able to tweak each zones' supply enough to find the exact percentages needed and get a final outside air requirement during a cooling and heating scenario. This led to supply air numbers being reduced through the BAS, key critical zones being discovered, and overall more safe and energy efficient office space.Along with some of the bigger tasks I have been working on, I have done a plethora of updating documents and diagrams. Whether it be the internship manual for the FM team, submetering flow charts, air handling unit air patterns, or general sustainability FAQs, I learned and accomplished a lot.



Looking for 
possible errors in 
RTI-owned meters 
vs. utility meters

Diagram I created to 
convey common air 
handling units for 
leadership teams
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Table 1. This shows one of the spreadsheets I had created to work towards verifying meters. The green and red box highlighted error between the utility and non-billing meters’ data which allowed for patterns to poke out easy. Since its creation, multiple questions from the document have been answered and some are still being worked on by the appropriate party.Table 2. This image is definitely the diagram I am most proud of creating at RTI. This depicts the air flow of a general air handling unit at RTI that was used in presentations to leaders to further convey the relationship between air ventilation and COVID-19.



Looking Toward the Future
After my time at RTI
o A master meter list will be connected to 
single-line diagrams and an AutoCAD site drawing.
• Thermal meters still need to be verified.

o Horizon LEED energy performance analysis will be processed 
and correctly handled.

o Project turnover documents will continue to be sorted and 
updated.
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Sadly, I was not able to completely see some of the projects I was working on to the finish line, so work will have to be delegated onwards after I leave RTI. All of my meter verification work will continue to evolve on a master meter spreadsheet that I have been working on that will be intertwined with single line diagrams of utilities (which I created a couple) and an AutoCAD site drawing with each individual meter on it. This will make meter locations, information, and reliability accessible in the future.The Horizon LEED project will continue to evolve as well. I have been fortunate enough to input all the necessary data into the EnergyStar and Arc systems and have discussed the results with my mentors, but how the FM team will adapt to the results will come later.As there always seems to be more documents to be updated and sorted, I did not get to every file that I could, so many Operations & Maintenance documents will continue to be vaulted. Necessary corrections to “master” diagrams/lists will be made.
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I would like to thank Janelle Griffin and Gary Bunce especially for helping me along this internship process. Both were eager to answer my questions (no matter how stupid) and created an internship position experience where I have gained an incredible amount of knowledge and I could not be more thankful. 



Thank you
Contact: Jake Parrott | email: internships@rti.org
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Thank you for viewing my presentation!
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